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The development of effective anti-cancer drugs is complicated by the overall complexity of tumors. It is well 

established that the response of cancer cells to therapeutics is significantly affected by their microenvironment. 

Certain drugs may demonstrate high efficacy when tested on cancer cells in vitro. However in vivo, different 

factors in the tumor microenvironment (TME), will result in tumor drug resistance. In addition, major events 

occurring in the TME (for example, response to hypoxia, extra cellular matrix composition alterations, 

immune cells response, etc.), support tumor growth and progression. These factors significantly influence 

the efficacy of drugs and are themselves drug targets. The cResponse platform preserves cancer tissue in its 

microenvironment and 3D structure, thereby maximizing the accuracy of predicting clinical drug response.

The challenge

Large complexity of tumor cells and the microenvironment

Tumor (2)

Stroma (1)

Blood vessel (1)

Muscle (1)

Necrosis (1)



Curesponse has developed a functional drug-selection assay, which evaluates each tumor’s drug sensitivity. 

The platform, preserves the cancer tissue architecture (including vasculature and immune system) accurately 

reflecting the cancer growth found in the body. The tissue can be grown ex vivo for a long period, enabling 

assessment of targeted and checkpoint drugs, which require several days in culture, in addition to chemotherapy.

The cResponse solution:

Drug discovery:
In case of several drug candidates in your pipeline with insufficient understanding of their efficacy, you can prioritize 

your molecules using cResponse and receive a quick and clear report. The results are based on our proprietary drug-

sensitivity platform, avoiding time consuming preclinical experiments.

Expanding indications for a drug:
For efficacy assessment of additional indications in approved drugs, you will be able to test your molecule on additional 

cancer types with cResponse. Our study results can assist in choosing additional target indications and selecting your 

company’s future research direction.

Clinical trials
Targeting the correct patient population in a clinical study is critical for achieving success. Patient selection could 

increase the company’s clinical trial success rate and spare patients unnecessary side effects of ineffective drugs. 

cResponse serves pharmaceutical companies
in different drug development phases:

The cResponse advantage:

Method Challenges Curesponse Advantage

2D Cancer 
Cell Lines

•  Lose the distinct properties 
   of the tumor 

•  Lack key surrounding cells 

•  Tissue dynamics assessed outside 
   of microenvironment

Organoids

• Undergo dissociation, losing
   microenvironment cells 

• Do not preserve the cancer 
   tissue architecture accurately 

• Takes several weeks to establish 
   and develop

PDX’s

• Costly and time consuming

• Fail to mimic the original tumor

• Mouse cells recruited to the tumor

• Become highly necrotic

•  Maintains the tumor's distinct characteristics
   and reflects the exact tumor response to
   each drug, as it is in the body 

•  Preserves the tumor’s microenvironment,
   including the vascular and immune system 

•  Patient tissue arrives immediately to 
   the lab with quick turn around. 

•  Reflects the diverse patient population 
   found in the clinic 

•  cResponse functional test provides 
   fast results at substantially lower prices



According to market research, CDx guided clinical trials, may reduce costs by up to 60%. These cost savings rely on the 

ability of CDx drug candidates to demonstrate greater efficacy during clinical trials with a reduced number of patients 

participating in the trial. Using cResponse, companies can better decide on patient inclusion.

Total Clinical Trial Expenditure, No CDx Early Stage Proof of 4x Efficacy w/CDx Late Stage Proof of 4x Efficacy w/CDx

Companion Diagnostics (CDx) can cut up to 60% of total clinical trial R&D costs (current active trials)
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Cost savings are dependent on 
early vs. late proof of efficacy



Our team of scientists meets you to discuss your company’s needs and study goals. Following the meeting, we work together 

to develop a study design. After your review and approval, we initiate the study. Upon completion, you receive a detailed 

study report. 

How does it work?

Learning your
company’s needs

Study design
suggestion

Your approval Study initiation Final report
submission
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Using cResponse To Make Drug Pipeline Decisions
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Study Example: A Pharma Company has 3 drug candidates for clinical studies and wishes to assess efficacy and the best cancer 

indications for a potential Phase I trial. The company contacted Curesponse to test their drugs on 4 different cancer types 

using the cResponse system. As shown in the figure, cResponse showed maximal efficacy for drug 2 in pancreatic cancer and 

breast cancer and for Drug 3 in Sarcoma. Currently, Curesponse is further assessing these top targets with chemotherapy 

combinations to plan for Pharma Company’s Phase I launch.



Contact us today to learn more about our company 
and to explore collaboration possibilities.

Curesponse:
2 Oppenheimer street, 
Haogen Building B, 14th floor, 
Rehovot, Israel
Tel: 972-74-764610

Curesponse UK Ltd:
Translation & Innovation Hub
Imperial College White City Campus, 
84 Wood Lane, London W12 0BZ

info@curesponse.com


